
music
Bob Young

songs
"Target for Tonight"
Ben Oakland - Jack Elliot (sic, more commonly Elliott)
"Talk to Me Softly"
Bob Young - Kit Denton

Bob Young had worked as an Australian show band arranger and 
conductor, as well as a composer before doing the score for the 
feature film Journey Out Of Darkness.

After doing It Takes All Kinds for Goldsworthy/CUP, he would do 
Color Me Dead, and then this, That Lady from Peking, the last film 
in the package before the companies involved went out of 
business.

Young did other feature films, like the Warner Brothers convict 
drama Adam's Woman, Warwick Freeman's Demonstrator, Little 
Boy Lost and Terry Bourke's Lady Stay Dead.

He also became an arranger and composer for Yoram Gross and 
his "Dot" animation features, starting with Dot and the Kangaroo, 
and including Gross's Sarah and The Camel Boy, and continuing 
until Gross's son Guy took over composing duties for the company.

He became the first president of the Australian Guild of Screen 
Composers (AGSC) for the period 1987-1991, hosting the first 
Screen Music Awards ceremony in 1992.

Ben Oakland and Jack Elliott, who contributed one song to the 
score, were American composers. Elliott has a wiki here, and 
Oakland a wiki here.

The song Target for tonight is listed in the Copyright Encyclopaedia 
as dating from 23/04/1968. According to Billboard on 22nd June 
1968, it was going to be released by singer Billy Daniels as Beatrix 
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Record's second disk. 

Beatrix Records was the recording arm of composer Oakland. His 
wife Mrs Ben Oakland had repurchased her husband's music 
publishing company Oakland Music from Bonnie Bourne (it had 
some 300 titles).

Kit Denton, who wrote the lyrics for composer Bob Young's tune, 
was a well known writer, soldier, and broadcaster, and father of 
television presenter and producer Andrew Denton. He has a wiki 
here.
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